Find the

Balance

SEMINAR HELD ON
“THE BALANCE OF PROFESSIONAL AND PRIVATE LIFE”

The seminar on “The Balance of Professional and Private Life” organized by
the Autonomous Trade Union of Employees in Banks, Insurance Companies
and Other Financial Organizations of Serbia (SS BOFOS) and supported by
the Danish Christian Confederation of Trade Unions (Krifa) was held March 78, 2011 in Novi Sad, capital of the Serbian Autonomous Province of
Vojvodina. More than 30 activists of the SS BOFOS took part in the seminar.
Speakers were Allan Bruhn, Secretary of the Krifa, and Rolf Weber, Secretary
in the International Department and a political consultant of the same union.
They spoke about Krifa’s work, new trends on the labor market as well as
possibilities to bring into balance professional and private life.

As a part of the seminar, at the occasion of the International Women’s Day, SS BOFOS organized a street event
in the very center of Novi Sad where promotion material was distributed to the citizens. The activity named “Do
not get hooked” was aimed at promotion of the employees’ achieved rights and their preservation. SS BOFOS’
street stand was decorated with colored balloons while activists of SS BOFOS walked along the street holding
open umbrellas that symbolized legal assistance extended to union membership. Citizens could receive
information on labor rights at the stand. There was also a violin player there whose playing added to a nice
atmosphere of the event.

What is Krifa easily recognized by:
 It is one of the three largest trade union
centers in the country.
 It has around 700-800 employees.
 Advertises itself and sponsors the leading
sports clubs.
 Uses many modern communication means
(iPhone and other) including media like
Facebook, MySpace and blogs.

Allan Bruhn said that the establishment of a special fund for the unemployed
in the frame of Krifa has largely contributed to the increase in membership.
“The employed have a choice: they can either join the union or pay
contribution to the Fund. However, the majority opts to join the union as well
as to become beneficiaries of the Fund for the unemployed that provides for
those who lose a job a monthly payment of 2 000 Euros”, said Bruhn.

New Krifa strategies
New strategies needed for a successful
work of these Danish trade unions are
being adopted every three years. In
2010, when the latest strategy was
adopted, it was decided that Krifa’s
activities would be primarily targeted at
membership growth and retention of
the existing one. One of the important
aspects of the strategy is development
of the “individual labour market” that
includes offer of specific information to
members depending on the branch they
belong to that is, on their interest.
“Some production activities move from
Denmark to other countries while the
new jobs are simultaneously created in
some sectors. That is why we are trying
to attract by new services employees
working in sectors that are currently
being developed the most in Denmark”,
said Bruhn and added that successful
strategy needs a combination of well
defined aims, creativity and result
orientation.

Challenges Krifa is faced with now
Rolf Weber has explained that the
biggest political challenge for the Krifa
was unfair competition of the socialist
trade unions that were afraid of the
legislation improvement in Denmark.
“Socialist trade unions think that the
improved legislation would diminish the
importance of collective agreements. They
think they would lose members in that
situation. In some Danish companies
where the socialist unions concluded
collective agreements a special connection
between employers and those unions was
established. Employers make membership
in the socialist union a condition for
employment in a company. This is
forbidden by the law but unfortunately
exists in practice”, Weber emphasized.

Challenges SS BOFOS is faced with now
Ms. Mara Erdelj, SS BOFOS President
pointed out that one of the challenges this
union was faced with was a shortage of
people who would carry out union work as
full time officers.
“In the forthcoming period we in the SS
BOFOS will try to make Presidents of trade
union organizations full time officers. We
wish to pay more attention to the youth
section activities and to establish a “legal
clinic” that is, introduce one completely
new service to membership. Also planned
is
the
‘International
Bofosiada’
participated by trade union activists from
countries in which the same financial
organizations exist as with us”, Mara
Erdelj said.

Mr.
Miroslav
Vasin,
Provincial
Minister of Labor, Employment and
Gender Equality, said the work-life
balance
was
very
important,
particularly for women who held
family life in their hands.
“One of the goals of the Provincial
Secretariat of Labor, Employment
and Gender Equality is to inform the
public about the importance of
gender equality. We want a result of
our
work
to
be
leveling
the
percentage of women at leading
positions with the percentage of
those managing a family”, said Vasin.
He
said
he
was
aware
of
misconception or majority opinion
that for employees in financial sector
everything is well.
“We should bear in mind that
mobbing, overtime and permanent
threats with dismissals take place in
this sector”, emphasized Vasin.

Challenges of work-life balance
Krifa and Denmark are faced with

establishment

“Many families in Denmark were almost
destroyed because people could not handle a
problem of balancing work and life. A number of
employees have been burnt by stress resulting in
destroyed family. Balancing work and life
represents a special challenge for full time working
women in companies, and when they come home a
full time work awaits them, too”, said Rolf Weber.

Participants on challenges of work-life balance
establishment

Danka Krstic – Vojvodjanska Bank
“Stress at work caused by employers’
unrealistic demands is the most frequent
reason of unbalance between work and
family two parts of life. Research shows that
financial sector employees are more subject
to thyroid gland illnesses than those
employed in other sectors.”

Jovan Janicijevic – Commercial Bank
“Bad relations between employees caused by
their wish to prove themselves to their
employer and to deal with ever growing
demands imposed on them by managers
influence
their
dissatisfaction
to
be
transferred to their family life.”

Jelena Stojkovic – Erste Bank
“Workload
does
not
allow
employees any rest and causes also
work-life unbalance. Regardless of
employees’
good
performance
situations where the employer does
not motivate them and I have in
mind not only material motivation.
In a such environment employees
feel like being machines.”

Milica Dilparic – Raiffeisen
Bank
“Stress transferred on family
is caused by a lack of
communication
or
inadequate
communication
between
employees
and
employer.”

Rolf Weber spoke about a very good example to participants.
“Krifa used a project “Dad, Mom, and A Job” to submit several proposals to the
Danish government aimed at a better balance of work and life:
 Introduction of a ‘work time bank’ into collective agreements. This
institute would inter alia make it possible for employees to work less
while their children are small and to work longer hours later when
children grow up. ‘Work time bank’ would also make it possible to
transform time into money that is, make it possible for employees to
decide by themselves how much they will work in a certain period of
time. An employee could tell his employer: ‘Next week I shall work 37
hours instead of 42 and I shall be paid less.’
 Organization of training seminars for reaching a work-life balance.
 Introduction of happy and sad Smilies as a modern assessment form of
company work and its balance policy. This form of assessment means
that a union has an insight into companies balance policy, that is,
whether employees have a possibility to work at home, do they use days
off, have they a choice that includes flexible working hours… Companies
are then assessed with
or
.
 Unfortunately, employers and the government have not accepted those
ideas, but we shall not give up them and shall propose them again when
time comes”, said Weber.
Mara Erdelj told how she succeeded in finding work-life balance on her own
personal example. She said that work-life balance represented an ever growing
challenge for 21st century humans. A balance means satisfaction with one’s own
living, happiness and calmness. One cannot establish balance at a certain
moment of life and then expect it to remain like that for ever. It is subject to
changes. There are neither unique model nor unique approach that suit
everyone.

Krifa representatives presented
ladies with flowers at the
occasion of the International
Women’s
Day.
Mini-quiz
participants who demonstrated
the
best
knowledge
about
Denmark have received gifts
from Krifa, one of the largest
trade unions in that country.

